VLAN Basics
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Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs) divide a single existing physical network into multiple logical
networks. Thereby, each VLAN forms its own broadcast domain. Communication between two different
VLANs is only possible through a router that has been connected to both VLANs. VLANs behave as if they had
been constructed using switches that are independent of each other.
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Types of VLANs
In principle, there are two approaches to implementing VLANs:
as portbased VLANs (untagged)
as tagged VLANs

Portbased VLANs
With regard to portbased VLANs, a single physical switch is simply divided into multiple logical switches. The
following example divides an eightport physical switch (Switch A) into two logical switches.
Switch A
SwitchPort VLAN ID Connected device
1
2
3

1
(green)

4
5
6

PC A1
PC A2
(not used)
(not used)

2

PC A5
PC A6

7

(orange) (not used)

8

(not used)

Eightport switch with two portbased
VLANs

Although all of the PCs have been connected to one physical switch, only the following PCs can communicate
with each other due to the configuration of the VLAN:

PC A1 with PC A2
PC A5 with PC A6
Assume that there are also four PCs in the neighboring room. PC B1 and PC B2 should be able to
communicate with PC A1 and PC A2 in the first room. Likewise, communication between PC B5 and PC B6
in Room 2 and PC A5 and PC A6 should be possible.
There is another switch in the second room.
Switch B
SwitchPort VLAN ID Connected device
1

1

2
3

(green)

4

PC B1
PC B2
(not used)
(not used)

5

2

6

PC B5
PC B6

7

(orange) (not used)

8

(not used)

Two cables will be required for connecting both VLANs.
One cable from Switch A Port 4 to Switch B Port 4 (for VLAN 1)
One from Switch A Port 8 to Switch B Port 8 (for VLAN 2)

Connection of both VLANs to the physical switch. Two cables are required for portbased
VLANs.

Tagged VLANs
With regard to tagged VLANs, multiple VLANs can be used through a single switch port. Tags containing the
respective VLAN identifiers indicating the VLAN to which the frame belongs are attached to the individual
Ethernet frames. If both switches understand the operation of tagged VLANs in the example above, the

reciprocal connection can be accomplished using one single cable.

Connection of both VLANs to both physical switches using a single cable. VLAN tags (IEEE
802.1q) are used on this cable (or trunk).

Structure of an Ethernet Frame
The VLAN tag is added to an Ethernet Frame by MAC address.

Additional Information
Paket Pipeline: Segmentation of Networks using VLANs (http://www.heise.de/ct/inhalt/2010/24/176/) (c't
24/2010)
VMware Networking Best Practices
(http://communities.vmware.com/servlet/JiveServlet/download/1363377
28243/VMware%20Networking%20Best%20Practices.pdf) (communities.vmware.com, still based on
Version VI3)
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